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Gold

Technical
Gold markets when sideways during the week again,
as it continue to see a lot of support underneath. The
$1200 level seems to be a bit of a magnet for price,
and therefore it’s only a matter time before it could
rally at this point. Alternately, if it make a fresh, new
low then it could unwind to the $1100 level. Currently,
market participants know that the Federal Reserve is
likely to continue hiking rates, but it also realize that
there are a lot of other situations around the world that
could have people looking for safety in the precious
metals market. Emerging markets are getting
hammered by US dollar strength, just as gold is, so
that’s probably the bridge to higher pricing of precious
metals, the US dollar to drop a bit. If it break above
the $1215 level, then the next target would be the
$1250 level, which of course is a round number and
an area that has been support and resistance.
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Highlights

Gold futures declined in Asian trade to October
2 lows, as the dollar index gained ground

The trade war is affecting China more than realised
and therefore the need to ease on policy, which
dampened demand for gold there

The move nudged the yuan 0.1% lower against
the dollar to 6.90, as the US-China trade dispute
deepens

Investors have been flocking to the US dollar
recently as a safe haven from global trade tensions

The US economy strengthens and the Federal
Reserve continues to tighten the monetary policy
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Fundamentals
Gold fell today as the dollar firmed after China’s central bank eased its domestic
policy to support the economy amid concerns that an escalating trade dispute
with the United States could hurt growth.
Spot gold was down 0.5 percent at $1,196.61 an ounce. U.S gold futures fell
0.5 percent to $1,200.50 an ounce. Speculators cut their net short position in
COMEX gold by 4,186 contracts to 73,128 in week to Oct. 2. Holdings in SPDR
Gold Trust, the world’s largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, fell 0.20
percent to 730.17 tonnes, on Friday.
The dollar was up 0.1 percent against a basket of six major currencies, as
China followed an easing in domestic policy by allowing yuan to fall, though
the drop was not as sharp as some had feared.
Gold prices have fallen more than 12 percent from a peak in April largely due
to strength in the dollar, which has benefited from a vibrant U.S economy, rising
U.S. interest rates and fears of a global trade war.

U.S unemployment rate fell to near a 49-year low, as per the Labor Department’s
monthly employment report on Friday, which also showed a steady rise in
wages, suggesting moderate inflation pressures, that could keep the Federal
Reserve on a path of gradual interest rate increases.
Spot gold may test a support at $1,193 per ounce, a break below which could
cause a loss to the next support at $1,188, while a break above $1,201 could
lead to a gain into $1,207-$1,214 range.
The dollar index has not gained much, the decision by China might be seen
by some market participants as some sign of softness as a result of the trade
war, which could benefit the dollar.
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Crude Oil

Technical
U.S. West Texas Intermediate and internationalbenchmark crude oil futures are trading lower early
Monday after a U.S government official said the Trump
administration was considering granting waivers to its
sanctions against Iran’s crude exports which are
scheduled to begin on November 4. Additionally, a
report that Saudi Arabia stands ready to replace any
potential shortfall from Iran also weighed on prices.
For weeks, crude oil has been underpinned and driven
higher by U.S sanctions set to target Iran’s crude oil
exports during the first week in November, and the
Trump administration has been leaning on governments
and global companies to cut their imports to zero. The
first piece of bearish news weighing on prices that a
U.S government official said on Friday that the country
could consider exemptions for nations that have already
shown efforts to reduce their imports of Iranian oil.
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Oil prices are up 20% so far this year as OPEC
and Russia carry on their agreement to cut global
output
Brent crude is trading at nearly $85 a barrel,
compared to $65 at the beginning of the year
Oil prices have been rising as U.S sanctions
against Iran’s crude exports are set to start next
month
There are developments in the oil market including
supply and the increase in global demand
Drillers cut two oil rigs in the week to Oct. 5,
bringing the to ta l count do wn to 86 1
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Fundamentals
Brent crude oil prices fell more than 1 percent today after Washington said it may
grant waivers to sanctions against Iran’s oil exports next month, and as Saudi
Arabia was said to be replacing any potential shortfall from Iran.
International benchmark Brent crude oil futures were at $83.26 per barrel, down
90 cents, or 1.1 percent, from their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate
crude futures were down 54 cents, or 0.7 percent, at $73.80 a barrel.
U.S sanctions will target Iran’s crude oil exports from Nov. 4, and Washington has
been putting pressure on governments and companies worldwide to cut their
imports to zero.
U.S government official said on Friday that the country could consider exemptions
for nations that have already shown efforts to reduce their imports of Iranian oil.
In a sign that Iran oil exports won’t fall to nothing from November, India will
buy 9 million barrels of Iranian crude next month.
Hedge funds cut their bullish wagers on U.S crude in the latest week to the lowest
level in nearly a year, data showed on Friday. Investors said ongoing concerns
that the U.S-Chinese trade war could slow down economic growth also
weighed on crude.

China’s stocks fell sharply today despite an announcement from Beijing over the
weekend that it would slash the level of cash that banks must hold as reserves, a
sign of underlying investor anxiety over the heated Sino-U.S. trade war.
Further weighing on oil prices was “chatter that Saudi Arabia has replaced all of
Iran’s lost oil. The U.S oil drilling rig count fell for a third consecutive week,
as rising costs and pipeline bottlenecks have hindered new drilling since
June.
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Silver

Technical
Silver markets continue to go back and forth, forming
a neutral candle for the week as it bounce around
between the $15 level on the top, and the $14 level
on the bottom. The $15 level above being broken
should send this market much higher, perhaps reaching
towards the $15.50 level, and then eventually the $16
level. The $14 level underneath should be supportive,
but if it break down below, silver could unwind to the
$12 level. This is a market that has seen a lot of buying
pressure at the $14 level, and it has essentially been
a “floor” in this market. At this point it makes sense to
be a buyer of silver more than a seller, but it need a
little bit of help from the US dollar. Seen the EUR/USD
pair rally significantly could be the help that it need,
and that could send this precious metals market higher.
It will continue to be volatile, but ultimately the trade
is probably more of an investment.
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Highlights
Silver is off 0.3% this week to trade at $14.67 per
ounce

Precious metals are not just down year-to-date
but down big from their 2011 highs

Metals are very volatile and it's hard to know if
silver has hit bottom, but prices are low enough
to be interesting

Silver prices are down more than 70% from their
2011 peak, making it the most head-turning
precious metal right now

Spot silver prices fell down to 0.7 percent to
$14.48
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Silver futures fell nearly one percent in Asian trade as the dollar index inched
up, while both Japan and US markets close down today for bank holidays.
Despite the recent pickup in buying, premiums on popular silver bullion
products remain relatively low. And spot prices remain extremely low, making
this truly a buyer's market for the white metal.

Silver futures due in December fell 0.85% to $14.53 an ounce, marking
week lows, while the dollar index edged up 0.14% to 95.76 against a basket
of major rivals. Precious metals markets struggled this week against the
forces of rising bond yields and a stronger U.S dollar.

On Sunday, the People's Bank of China cut reserve requirements for Chinese
banks for the fourth time this year amid attempts to ease policies and bolster
spending.

The economy created 134 thousand new jobs last month, down from 270 thousand
in August, and below estimates of 185K, as the trade deficit widened to $53.2 billion
from $50.0 billion, barely below estimates of $53.4 billion. US data released last
Friday showed showed the unemployment rate fell to 3.7% near 49 year
lows from 3.9%, while averages wages rose 0.3% as expected.

As for the silver markets, they appear to have based out and have the potential
break out this fall. Spot silver prices started to generate some noticeable upside
momentum last week but didn't get any real follow through this week, however.
A pickup in buying is more apparent in the silver bullion market where sales of Silver
Eagles surged in September to a total of 2.9 million. The Silver Eagle market appears
to be off to a strong start in October as well. The U.S. Mint reported 350,000 Silver
Eagles sold on Monday, the first day of month.
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Data Calendar
Economic Data
Date

Mon Oct 08

Time

Event

Importance

Actual

Forecast

Previous

53.1

51.4

51.5

52.1

52.0

06:45

Medium

Mon Oct 08

CNY Caixin China PMI Composite (SEP)

06:45

CNY Caixin China PMI Services (SEP)

Medium

Mon Oct 08

10:30

AUD Foreign Reserves (Australian dollar) (SEP)

Mon Oct 08

10:45

CHF Unemployment Rate s.a. (SEP)

Medium

2.5%

2.5%

2.6%

Mon Oct 08

11:00

EUR German Industrial Production n.s.a. and w.d.a. (YoY) (AUG)

Medium

-0.1%

-0.1%

1.1%

Mon Oct 08

13:00

CHF Total Sight Deposits CHF (OCT 5)

Low

577.504b

577.9b

Mon Oct 08

13:00

CHF Domestic Sight Deposits CHF (OCT 5)

Low

469.434b

474.8b

Mon Oct 08

13:30

EUR Euro-Zone Sentix Investor Confidence (OCT)

Low

11.4

Mon Oct 08

14:30

USD Fed's Bullard Speaking in Singapore

Low

A$71.0b

Low

11.7

12

Source: Forex Factory, DailyFX
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